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DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING
THE PIECES OF OUR CHURCH STORY:
A journey of searching, listening, &
discernment
Welcome to Discovering and Connecting the Pieces of Our Church!
This process is intentionally designed to assist the congregation and
the leadership to reflect on their history, discern their gifts, and
encourage new leaders. This process is also about discerning where
God is calling to whom God is calling, the congregation in to the
future.
The process leads the congregation through discernment, prayer,
Dwelling in the Word, listening to each and lots of conversations
around the questions of God’s call into the future.
A word about the copyright. You have permission to make copies
both printed and electronically. You do not have permission to claim
the process or contents as your own or to use portions of the process
or content without giving credit to this publication.
The cost of the document is free to congregations within the
Presbytery of Newton. All other congregations we do ask for a
donation of $25.
Please send check payable to the Presbytery of Newton, 390 Route 10
West, Randolph, NJ 07869. Please include the name of your
congregation, address, city and state and an email address.
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Introduction

What is a puzzle?
A puzzle is a problem or process that tests the ingenuity of the
solver(s). In a basic puzzle, one is intended to piece together objects
(puzzle pieces) in a logical way in order to come up with the desired
shape, picture or solution. Solutions to puzzles may require recognizing
patterns and creating a particular order. Puzzles and solutions are based
on the process of inquiry and discovery.
-Wikipedia
The discernment process is very similar to the steps of solving a puzzle.
Solving a puzzle requires inquiry and discovery; seeing patterns and
forms and making sense of all the bits of information. When we work
our way through the discernment process we need to listen, inquire and
discover where God is calling our congregation. This means looking for
patterns, listening deeply and making sense of all the pieces of
information.
This discernment process will assist the congregational leadership to
discover or rediscover the pieces of history, information and call for this
congregation and help them to see the patterns, shapes and order of
that information so that together the congregation can discover where
God is calling them in this time and place.
Why a Discernment Process?
A discernment process leads the congregation through an assessment
and reflection on where God is calling the faith community in their next
steps of faith.
During this discernment time, we put the different pieces of our
life in Christ together, in order to provide a picture of who we
are, whose we are and where God is calling us as a community
of faith.
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During this process, we will begin to find and collect the different pieces
and connect them together.
For congregations seeking new pastoral leadership:
It is well documented that the time between pastors can be critical and
fruitful for the life of the congregation. The in-between time can be used
as a space to evaluate, reflect, focus and discern the faithful journey of
the congregation.
This process, when you add retreat # 4, is also meant to help a
congregation use the in-between time for reflection and to assist the
congregation in preparing for the next steps in searching for pastoral
leadership.
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Frequently Asked Questions - FAQ
What is the process and how long does it take?
The process consists of leadership retreats with congregational events
in between. Depending on the time of year, the process is designed to
be completed within 4 to 6 months, but it may take longer. This will
allow the congregation the appropriate amount of time to accomplish
and reflect on the pieces of the puzzle.
Who leads the process?
A Discernment Team works with the Pastor or Transitional Pastor to lead
the congregation. This team of 4 to 6 people, appointed by the session,
should be people who are interested in pulling information together;
who are good listeners, good organizers, and willing to take on this
short-term task. They do not have to be members of the session but
having at least one person from session on the Discernment Team can
assist in communication.
The Presbytery of Newton also has trained facilitators available to lead
the process. Contact the Presbytery office for more information
What are the responsibilities of the Discernment Team?
The Discernment Team is responsible to plan, assist and participate in
the retreats, to follow up on the “in between work”, to communicate the
process and events and to put together a final report for the session and
congregation
Over all the Discernment Team will search, find, and gather the pieces
together with other members of the congregation.
What are the Retreats?
The process works with 3 to 4 planning and reflection retreats of the
Discernment team and others. Each retreat is a time to reflect, learn,
Dwell in the Word, and to plan for the work in between retreats. Each
retreat is attended by the Discernment Team, the facilitator and other
invited participants.
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Outline of the Retreat Process
Retreat # 1 Searching for the Pieces
• Dwelling in the Word
• Considering the Where and When and Why
• Planning the Timeline event
• Planning the Demographic Study
• Next Steps Worksheet
Retreat # 2 Naming the Pieces
• Dwelling in the Word
• What have we learned?
• What are the pieces we have gathered and discovered?
• What have we discovered about our community?
• Planning the Listening Posts
• Planning a discernment event for session or congregation
• Next Steps worksheet
Retreat # 3 – Connecting the Pieces Together: Where is God calling
us?
• Dwelling in the Word
• What have we learned?
• Reflecting on the Discernment Event
• Questions for Reflection
• Vocation Statement
• Visioning for the Future Exercise: What is God up to?
• Planning the completion of the Congregational Discernment
Report
• Next Steps worksheet
Retreat # 3.5 Looking at the Big Picture
• Dwelling in the Word
• What have we learned?
• What next? Action Steps from the Report
• Planning Continued Communication
• Next steps worksheet
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Retreat # 4 The Final Pieces: for congregations searching for a pastor
• Dwelling in the Word
• What have we learned from the process and the report
• Brainstorm and Reflect with these questions
• Planning the leadership Capacity Event
• Our Financial Health Assessment
• Writing up what we learned
• Final Report
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DWELLING IN THE WORD
What is Dwelling in the Word?
Dwelling in the Word is a process of deep listening to the Word of God
and what God is saying to us as individuals and as a community of faith.
The process of Dwelling in the Word is included in the
Appendix #1.
Why do Dwelling in the Word?
Dwelling in the Word is about listening to each other, listening to our
own hearts and listening together to where God is calling us as a
community of faith. God does call communities of faith to ministry and
the first step in discerning that call is to listen.
Throughout this discernment process everyone will be Dwelling in one
passage of scripture. Though it may seem strange to stick with one
passage, the challenge is to hang in there throughout the process and
to listen deeper each time the scripture is read. The richness is not in
hearing the scripture over and over but the listening to it and to each
other over and over.
Deep listening to one another
[In Dwelling in the Word] we hear one another. We listen deeply to one
another and notice things. This deep listening happens in dwelling
because the practice involves hearing the passage, reflecting silently
upon it, and then finding a partner we don’t know well and listening that
person into speaking freely about what thoughts or feelings came during
the reading. Such deep listening is rare enough in classrooms or among
staff members or on church councils. Even rarer is having to report to
the
rest
of
the
group
what
the
other
person
said.
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Reporting the words of another as truly as possible is an old active
listening exercise, nothing new, to be sure. But that sort of listening
honors the other and makes sure that it is safe to say freely what
needs to be said.
Can you imagine being on a staff or a committee where this kind of deep
listening to one another takes place regularly? Wouldn’t it be freeing?
Wouldn’t it build trust? Wouldn’t it make that staff or committee cocreators
with
God
of
a
trustworthy
world?
From Dwelling in the Word by Pat Keiffert and Pat Taylor Ellison, chapter 2
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RETREAT # 1
Searching for the
Pieces
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Team Retreat #1
Preparations for Retreat

Responsibilities of the Session
•

Appoint a Discernment Team

Responsibilities of the Pastor/Facilitator
•
•

Orientation of the Discernment Team to the process
Review and lead Dwelling in the Word

Responsibilities of the Discernment Team
•
•

Dwelling in the Word
Plan date/ location/ food /supplies etc.

Supplies for Retreat
•
•
•
•

Large Paper or white board
Copies of Retreat # 1 and Appendices for Retreat # 1
Copy of Luke 10” 1 -12
Snacks, beverages, lunch
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Retreat #1: Searching for the Pieces

Dwelling in the Word
Team Introductions via Dwelling in the Word
Read Luke 10: 1 -12. Someone reads aloud. Others can follow along in
Bibles or handouts, or can simply listen. (Appendix # 1)
Allow some silence to unfold after the reading.
Each person finds a reasonably friendly-looking stranger to listen to,
asking the stranger to say what picture or question popped up or where
his or her imagination was caught as the passage was read. The pair
listens to one another well enough to report what the other has said.
They also exchange names, so that each can introduce the other during
the reporting.
The pairs return to the larger group and introduce their partners and
say what they heard from one another. The retreat leader(s) make sure
that everyone has been introduced and, if there’s time, some further
discussion of the passage can take place.
Take time to reflect together on ways Dwelling in the Word can be used
in the Congregation during this discernment or transitional time.
Note: The Dwelling in the Word book can be purchased through the
Church Innovations office at www.churchinnovations.org
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Considering Where and When and
Why

Our congregation is at a transition point
– between what and what?
Read or print the following for the group:
We consider many things in order to discern God’s preferred future for
the congregation. We engage in conversation with each other about the
direction of the congregation, review its history and its present, its
vision. Most of all we lay our concerns, joys, hopes before God and lift
up in prayer that the Holy Spirit will lead us to where God is calling.
Take time as the Discernment Team to think and discuss together the
transition points of the congregation at this time and place. What are
the “in-between” events, stories and times?
List the major “markers” or events or metaphors the church is crossing
between. Be creative.
List your ideas on paper on paper or white board and keep for future
retreats.
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Planning the Timeline Event
Our congregation needs to remember its
history and look at its present in order to claim its future

TIMELINE EVENT (Appendix #2)
Purpose:
The Discernment Team will host a timeline event attended by
congregation members, accomplishing several things:
•

Engaging in a structured conversation about our past, present and
future.

•

Building Leadership Capacity

•

Focusing on Spiritual character of the church, putting God at the
center
o Dwelling in the Word
o Asking what God has provided in the past
o Beginning to consider God’s call to the congregation
o Discussing why reflecting on our history can be important to
understanding our call as a community of faith
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The Time Line Event
Planning the timeline event (Appendix # 2 )
What will you need in preparation?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lots of space to roll out paper such as a long wall or several long
tables end to end.
Long paper or large paper tapes together
markers (red, blue, green)
Sticky notes – red, blue and green
different art mediums – collage material, watercolor, crayons, paper,
glue, paint, color pencils, tape,
camera or video camera.

Tape a long series of papers onto a long wall and mark out the years
from the founding through the present.
Set up a table for the different art mediums.
Scribe – This needs to be a person who is willing to take notes by hand
or on a computer. See instructions for the scribe.
Video person (optional) – someone could video the stories as they are
told. This can be then made into a presentation for the new pastor, for
YouTube and/or for historical purposes. This might also be helpful to the
scribe.
What happens at the event?
Purpose: Participants write share stories about the congregation as a
community in the different places of the timeline.
Begin with Dwelling in the Word, Luke 10: 1 -12.
Ask participants to write brief stories about their own history with the
congregation in the different places of the timeline.
Used different colored sticky notes to represent the story:
o Red for a time that was good or great or positive,
o Blue for the time that was difficult, hard or conflicted,
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o Green for the time when they could see the work of the Holy
Spirit; a time of growth.
Following a time of writing and adding the notes to the time line, take
time to reflect on the timeline. The scribe(s) will capture the responses
on large paper or computer.
Ask people these questions:
o What jumps out at you?
o Where are most of the stories (around what decade, years, eras)
o How do the colors tell the story of the church?
o What do you see that gives you “pause”? What gives you hope?
What makes you laugh? What saddens you heart?
o Where do you see the work of the Holy Spirit?
Add Biblical stories to the Timeline
Following a time of reflection, divide into small groups of 4 to 5.
In a small group for 10 minutes share Biblical stories that relate to
events in the timeline. Take a few minutes for the small groups to report
their discussion to the larger group.
(Optional) in small groups, using different art media create a collage,
picture or design that reflects the groups conversation. Add the
creations to the Timeline.
As the large group spend time in reflecting on the congregation’s story
and God’s story. Scribe will capture responses on large paper or
computer.
o Where do we see ourselves in the Biblical narrative?
o What have we learned about ourselves? (the good, the bad and
the ugly need to be lifted up)
o Where do we laugh? Where do we pause? Where do we feel
sadness or anger? Where do we see hope?
If possible, leave the timeline up for a few weeks allowing people to view
and reflect. Make sticky notes available, along with instructions, for
people to add to the timeline.
Scribe Instructions
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During the entire event, the very important scribe writes down
participants’ comments without commentary. The scribe may work with
a small writing team of 2 or 3 persons. They do not need to copy the
timeline but instead record people’s stories, questions, and comments.
The resulting account should be published on the church’s website and
in the newsletter. Place photos on the website and in the bulletin. Videos
can be posted on the church’s website or on youtube.

Planning the Demographic Study

Our congregation needs to
understand its location and its neighbors
Checking out the demographics of our area – an overview
The Discernment Team or a small group appointed by the Discernment
Team will complete a two part Demographic Study, (Appendix # 3)
gathering facts about our area and the people who live here, giving us
much information about ourselves and our neighbors.
Part 1 – Who lives in our neighborhood
Recruit a small team to
complete this part of the
work, gathering the facts of
human
population
regarding size and density,
distribution
and
vital
statistics.
(See Appendix # 3)

Part 2 - Consider what your neighborhood looks like. Really.
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1. The Discernment team or a small group will walk or drive around the
church’s neighborhood on a nice Saturday afternoon. What do you see
about the housing? Who are the people walking around the area? Is
there mostly retail or residential properties? What are the age groups
seen on the streets or in the parks or out and about in the area?
2. Following your walk or drive gather at a place where you can talk
about what you are learning. Ask yourselves these questions:
o What is our neighborhood?
o Who are your neighbors? Are they like you? Does the church
membership reflect the neighborhood?
o What does hospitality look like in your congregation?
o How would you welcome the neighbors you have identified?
o What steps do you need to take to welcome the neighbors?

Part 1 - The Demographics Study – the Process

Completing the Demographics Study
Demographics: the statistics of human population with reference to
size and density, distribution and vital statistics
This study can be done by a smaller group/steering team who will
make a presentation to a larger group (Session or congregation) on
their findings and reflections. The team may use the PCUSA website.
PCUSA Research Services provides demographic information for your
congregation’s neighborhood or use the Executive or Fullinsite Reports
from Missioninsite.org

The PCUSA RESEARCH DEMOGRAPHICS
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You can locate the PCUSA Research Services Demographics in two
ways:
http://www.presbyterianmission.org/ministries/research/
http://maps.nazarene.org/DemographicsPresbyterian/

1. Searching the Neighborhood Demographic Report
Using the webpages listed above, you can search the Neighborhood
Demographic Report application by entering either a zip code or a
specific city and state. To search by zip code, just enter the five-digit
zip code of your church’s local community. To use the city/state
option, enter a city name and then select the state from the dropdown
box. After you’ve entered the zip code or city/state option, click the
“Search” button, or you can click on the map and use the zoom
functions to zero in on your area of interest.

Search Results: The Demographic Report database will display a map
of the area you selected. The map shows major highways and each
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) congregation. Urban areas often appear
cluttered on this map, but you can use the Zoom functions to adjust
the display.
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2. Getting the Details
Zoom In: Use the + button on the top left of the map to display a
smaller area of the map in more detail. Zooming in will reveal roads
and PC(USA) congregations in the map area.
Zoom Out: Use the — button on the top left of the map to view a
larger area.
To the left of the map you’ll find an area labeled Reports. Click on the
report button to get additional information. Click on the reports you
wish to view for your identified area.

3. Demographic Data Fields (provided from U.S. Census)
Each option in “Select a Report” displays a map and several graphs for
a particular topic; most also show comparisons with data for the
United States nationally. Reports are based on the 2010 US Census.
•

Summary overview
o Displays Growth Rate, Household with Children, Adult Age Groups,
Housing Types, Educational Attainment for adults, Average Household
Income, Major Races

•

Population and growth
o Displays population change based on information from the 2000 to 2010
US Census.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Family structure
o Displays family types and single adults
Age groups:
o Displays detailed age breakdown of the neighborhood population including
younger generation, young adults, middle adults and older adults.
Housing types
o Displays number of housing units by housing type, Housing age, Renter
Occupied and rental values, owner occupied and housing values.
Education levels
o Displays educational attainment of adults, Private school enrollment.
Economic indicators
o Displays household income, poverty level, Occupation categories.
Culture

o

Displays population across major racial ethnic groups (white, nonHispanic; African American, non-Hispanic; Native American, non-Hispanic;
Asian American, non-Hispanic; Hispanic; other); a map shows areas of
population concentration.
Language
o Displays non-English speaking
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MISSIONINSITE DEMOGRAPHIC REPORTS
Missioninsite: Community Engagement Specialists for Faith and
Nonprofit Groups
Missioninsite.com
From menu bar click on BUY NOW
You will need either the ExecutiveInsite Report or the Fullinsite Report.
The other reports listed do not provide enough information.
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4. What can we learn from the Demographic reports?
Summary Overview
Review the multiple charts and levels of information. What stands out?
What is different from your perception of your neighborhood? What is
new to you?
Write a paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Population and Growth
Review the Population change and growth information. How has that
population change already affected your congregation?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Family Structures and Age Groups
Family Types and Single Adults
Review the Family Types and Single Adults Charts found in the Family
Structure Report. How does that match your understanding of your
neighborhood?
Households with Children (charts found in Summary Overview Report)
Compare the Household with Children to Single parent households and
other related tables. What strikes you about those numbers? How
does that percentage compare to your congregation?
Age Groups
Review the Charts found in this section. How does that compare to the
membership of your congregation?
What are the largest age groups in your neighborhood? How does that
compare to your congregation’s membership?
Write a brief paragraph what you learned from Family
Structures and Age Group Sections.
Housing Types
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Review the Housing Types and related tables. What strikes you about
the information? What are the possibilities of renting or purchasing in
your area? Could a new pastor or someone new to area afford in to
live in the neighborhood? What can you learn from looking at the
Housing Types?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Education Levels
Review the Education Levels. How do the Education levels of your area
compare to your congregation? What are some learnings from your
review of this table?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Economic Indicators
Review the Average Income. How does it compare to the US average?
How does the US poverty level for your area compare to your
congregation? What strikes you about the Occupation tables? How do
those tables compare to your congregation?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Culture and Language
What is the largest Cultural Group in your area? What are the other
groups in your area? How does that percentage compare to your
congregation? Is your congregation prepared to welcome those who
come from different cultures or speak a language different from the
language of the congregation?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
What else did you learn?
Write a brief paragraph of what else you learned that hasn’t
been mentioned.
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5. What does your neighborhood Look like? Really.
Drive around your defined neighborhood during a nice Saturday
afternoon.
What do you see about the housing? Who are the people walking
around the area?
Is the area mostly commercial or residential? What are the age
groups seen on the streets or in the parks or out and about in the
area?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.

6. Reflection questions about neighborhood and demographics
•

What is our neighborhood?
Many congregations look at their neighborhood as where their
members live. Is this true of our congregation? Who is around us?
Do we know them?

•

What does hospitality look like?
How do we presently welcome the neighbors we have identified?
What steps do we need to take to welcome these neighbors?
Write up a summary of your reflections.

****Collect all the paragraphs and

information along with the information from
the neighborhood walk into a report that will
be used for others parts of this process****
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Next Steps Worksheet
Fill out the steps worksheet. Make sure everyone has a copy.
This is very important. Don’t skip this step

Closing – Reading Luke 10: 1 -12
Dwell in the Word once again by reading together Acts 9.
Retreat #1 with prayer.
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NEXT STEPS WORKSHEET

FOR

RETREAT #1

What will we put on the calendar? Who’ll do this?
•
•
•

Dates for Retreats #2 _________ and #3 __________
Date for the timeline event ____________
Date for the meeting to reflect on the timeline event ____________

Who will we need to recruit? Who’ll do this?
•

Teammates for the demographic study

•

Teammates for the timeline event
Scribe?
Video?

What supplies or resources will we need? Who’ll do this?
• for the demographic study

•

for the timeline event
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APPENDICES for
RETREAT # 1
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DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING
THE PIECES OF OUR CHURCH:
A journey of searching, listening, & discernment
Appendix # 1
Luke 10: 1 -12

Luke 10: 1 -12
10After this the Lord appointed seventy others and sent them on
ahead of him in pairs to every town and place where he himself
intended to go. 2He said to them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the
laborers are few; therefore, ask the Lord of the harvest to send out
laborers into his harvest. 3Go on your way. See, I am sending you out
like lambs into the midst of wolves. 4Carry no purse, no bag, no
sandals; and greet no one on the road. 5Whatever house you enter,
first say, ‘Peace to this house!’ 6And if anyone is there who shares in
peace, your peace will rest on that person; but if not, it will return to
you. 7Remain in the same house, eating and drinking whatever they
provide, for the laborer deserves to be paid. Do not move about from
house to house. 8Whenever you enter a town and its people welcome
you, eat what is set before you; 9cure the sick who are there, and say
to them, ‘The kingdom of God has come near to you.’ 10But whenever
you enter a town and they do not welcome you, go out into its streets
and say, 11‘Even the dust of your town that clings to our feet, we wipe
off in protest against you. Yet know this: the kingdom of God has
come near.’ 12I tell you, on that day it will be more tolerable for Sodom
than for that town.
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Team Introductions via Dwelling in the Word
Read Luke 10: 1- 12. Someone reads aloud. Others can follow along in
Bibles or handouts, or can simply listen.
Allow some silence to unfold after the reading.
Each person finds a reasonably friendly-looking stranger to listen to,
asking the stranger to say what picture or question popped up or
where his or her imagination was caught as the passage was read.
The pair listens to one another well enough to report what the other
has said. They also exchange names, so that each can introduce the
other during the reporting.
The pairs return to the larger group and introduce their partners and
say what they heard from one another. The retreat leader(s) make
sure that everyone has been introduced and, if there’s time, some
further discussion of the passage can take place.
Reflect on Ways Dwelling in the Word can be used in the Congregation
during this transition time.
Note: The Dwelling in the Word book can be purchased through the
Church Innovations office at www.churchinnovations.org
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DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING
THE PIECES OF OUR CHURCH:
A journey of searching, listening, &
discernment

Appendix # 2
TIMELINE EVENT
Planning the timeline event
What will you need in preparation?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lots of space to roll out paper such as a long wall or several long
tables end to end.
Long paper or large paper tapes together
markers (red, blue, green)
Sticky notes – red, blue and green
different art mediums – collage material, watercolor, crayons, paper,
glue, paint, color pencils, tape,
camera or video camera.

Tape a long series of papers onto a long wall and mark out the years
from the founding through the present.
Set up a table for the different art mediums.
Scribe – This needs to be a person who is willing to take notes by hand
or on a computer. See instructions for the scribe.
Video person (optional) – someone could video the stories as they are
told. This can be then made into a presentation for the new pastor, for
YouTube and/or for historical purposes. This might also be helpful to the
scribe.
What happens at the event?
Participants write major stories of their congregation as a community in
the different places of the timeline. They use the same colored markers
as for the individual stories.
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Other information about the event
The event should take about 1 ½ - 2 hours not including a meal. A meal
could be included at the beginning, during or after the event.
Make sure to set a date far enough ahead so people can include this on
their family schedule. Children and Youth should be encouraged to
participate in the event.
Process
Begin with Dwelling in the Word, using Luke 10: 1 -12 as the passage.
Ask participants to write stories about their own history with the
congregation in the different places of the timeline. The stories should
be brief or short statements in order to fit on a sticky note. Each
participant can write as many stories as they wish. Each story should
have a different sticky note. The note is placed on the time line nearest
to the date of the story.
They
•
•
•

use different color sticky notes to tell their stories:
Red for a time that was good or great or positive,
Blue for the time that was difficult, hard or conflicted,
Green for the time when they could see the work of the Holy Spirit,
a time of growth.

Following a time of writing, take time to reflect on the timeline.
Ask the participants these questions and make sure that scribe is writing
down their responses:
What jumps out at you?
Where are most of the stories (around what decade, years, eras)
How do the colors tell the story of the church?
What do you see that gives you “pause”? What gives you hope?
What makes you laugh? What saddens you heart?
o Where do you see the work of the Holy Spirit?
o
o
o
o

Add Biblical stories to the Timeline
Following a time of reflection, break group into small groups of 4 to 5
In a small group, share Biblical stories that relate to events in the
timeline.
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Using different art media, create a collage, picture or design that tells
about your conversation. Add the Biblical stories on or near the timeline
so others can view them.
In a large group spend time in Reflection on the congregation’s story
and God’s story. Small groups share their Biblical stories with the entire
group.
o Where do we see ourselves in the Biblical narrative?
o What have we learned about ourselves? (the good, the bad and
the ugly need to be lifted up)
o Where do we laugh? Where do we pause? Where do we feel
sadness or anger? Where do we see hope?
Leave the timeline up for a few weeks. This allows people to see it,
reflect on it, and even add to it.
Role of the Scribe
During the entire event, the very important scribe writes it up without
commentary. The scribe works with a small writing team of 2 or 3
persons. They do not need to copy the timeline, but instead record
people’s stories, questions, and comments. The resulting account should
be published on the church’s website and in the newsletter. Place photos
on the website and in the bulletin. Videos can be posted on the church’s
website or on YouTube.
Materials Needed:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Copies of Dwelling in the Word Luke 10: 1 -12
Lots of Paper or long “butcher” paper
Sticky notes - Red, Blue, Green
Markers of Red, Blue and Green
Different Art mediums
o collage material
o watercolor paints
o crayons
o paper
o glue
o tape
o color pencils
Digital camera or video (optional )
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DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING THE PIECES OF OUR
CHURCH: A journey of searching, listening, &
discernment
Appendix # 3

Completing the Demographics Study
Demographics: the statistics of human population with reference to size
and density, distribution and vital statistics
This study can be done by a smaller group/steering team who will make
a presentation to a larger group (Session or congregation) on their
findings and reflections. The team may use the PCUSA website or
demographic reports from Missioninsite.
PCUSA RESEARCH SERVICES DEMOGRAPHICS
PCUSA Research Services provides demographic information for your
congregation’s neighborhood.
You can locate the PCUSA Research Services Demographics in two ways:
http://www.presbyterianmission.org/ministries/research/
http://maps.nazarene.org/DemographicsPresbyterian/

1. Searching the Neighborhood Demographic Report
Using the webpages listed above, you can search the Neighborhood
Demographic Report application by entering either a zip code or a
specific city and state. To search by zip code, just enter the five-digit
zip code of your church’s local community. To use the city/state option,
enter a city name and then select the state from the dropdown box.
After you’ve entered the zip code or city/state option, click the “Search”
button, or you can click on the map and use the zoom functions to zero
in on your area of interest.
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Search Results: The Demographic Report database will display a map
of the area you selected. The map shows major highways and each
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) congregation. Urban areas often appear
cluttered on this map, but you can use the Zoom functions to adjust the
display.

2. Getting the Details
Zoom In: Use the + button on the top left of the map to display a
smaller area of the map in more detail. Zooming in will reveal roads and
PC(USA)
congregations
in
the
map
area.
Zoom Out: Use the — button on the top left of the map to view a larger
area.
To the left of the map you’ll find an area labeled Reports. Click on the
report button to get additional information. Click on the reports you wish
to view for your identified area.
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3. Demographic Data Fields (provided from U.S. Census)
Each option in “Select a Report” displays a map and several graphs for
a particular topic; most also show comparisons with data for the United
States nationally. Reports are based on the 2010 US Census.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Summary overview
o Displays Growth Rate, Household with Children, Adult Age Groups, Housing
Types, Educational Attainment for adults, Average Household Income, Major
Races
Population and growth
o Displays population change based on information from the 2000 to 2010
US Census.
Family structure
o Displays family types and single adults
Age groups:
o Displays detailed age breakdown of the neighborhood population including
younger generation, young adults, middle adults and older adults.
Housing types
o Displays number of housing units by housing type, Housing age, Renter
Occupied and rental values, owner occupied and housing values.
Education levels
o Displays educational attainment of adults, Private school enrollment.
Economic indicators
o Displays household income, poverty level, Occupation categories.
Culture

o

Displays population across major racial ethnic groups (white, nonHispanic; African American, non-Hispanic; Native American, non-Hispanic;
Asian American, non-Hispanic; Hispanic; other); a map shows areas of
population concentration.
Language
o Displays non-English speaking
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MISSIONINSITE DEMOGRAPHIC REPORTS
Missioninsite: Community Engagement Specialists for Faith and
Nonprofit Groups
Missioninsite.com
From menu bar click on BUY NOW
You will need either the ExecutiveInsite Report or the Fullinsite Report.
The other reports listed do not provide enough information.
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4. What can we learn from the reports?
Summary Overview
Review the multiple charts and levels of information. What stands out?
What is different from your perception of your neighborhood? What is
new to you?
Write a paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Population and Growth
Review the Population change and growth information. How has that
population change already affected your congregation?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Family Structures and Age Groups
Family Types and Single Adults
Review the Family Types and Single Adults Charts found in the Family
Structure Report. How does that match your understanding of your
neighborhood?
Households with Children (charts found in Summary Overview Report)
Compare the Household with Children to Single parent households and
other related tables. What strikes you about those numbers? How does
that percentage compare to your congregation?
Age Groups
Review the Charts found in this section. How does that compare to the
membership of your congregation?
What are the largest age groups in your neighborhood? How does that
compare to your congregation’s membership?
Write a brief paragraph what you learned from Family Structures
and Age Group Sections.
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Housing Types
Review the Housing Types and related tables. What strikes you about
the information? What are the possibilities of renting or purchasing in
your area? Could a new pastor or someone new to area afford in to live
in the neighborhood? What can you learn from looking at the Housing
Types?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Education Levels
Review the Education Levels. How do the Education levels of your area
compare to your congregation? What are some learnings from your
review of this table?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Economic Indicators
Review the Average Income. How does it compare to the US average?
How does the US poverty level for your area compare to your
congregation? What strikes you about the Occupation tables? How do
those tables compare to your congregation?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
Culture and Language
What is the largest Cultural Group in your area? What are the other
groups in your area? How does that percentage compare to your
congregation? Is your congregation prepared to welcome those who
come from different cultures or speak a language different from the
language of the congregation?
Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this section.
What else did you learn?
Write a brief paragraph of what else you learned that hasn’t
been mentioned.
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5. What does your neighborhood Look like? Really.
Drive around your defined neighborhood during a nice Saturday
afternoon.
What do you see about the housing? Who are the people walking around
the area?
Is the area mostly commercial or residential? What are the age groups
seen on the streets or in the parks or out and about in the area?

Write a brief paragraph of what you learned in this
section.

****Collect all the paragraphs and
information along with the information
from the neighborhood walk into a report
that will be used for
others parts of this process****
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RETREAT # 2
Naming the Pieces
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DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING
THE PIECES OF OUR CHURCH:
A journey of searching, listening, &
discernment
The Journey so far…
•
•
•

Discernment team has been established and met for Retreat # 1
The congregation has participated in Time Line Event
The Demographic and Discernment team has completed their
demographic work

Before the Retreat:
• Demographics and Timeline report and pictures/communication,
distributed to Retreat #2 participants.
• Plan for refreshments, location and needed supplies.
Who
•
•
•
•

attends Retreat #2:
Facilitator/interim pastor
Transition/Discernment team
People who assisted with the demographics study
Session and deacons (optional)

Supplies for Retreat
• Snacks, lunch, beverages
• Large paper, white board
• reports
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Team Retreat #2: Naming the Pieces

Dwelling in the Word

Read Luke 10: 1 -12 aloud. Others can follow along in Bibles or handouts
(Appendix # 1), or can simply listen.
Allow some silence to unfold after the reading.
Each person finds a reasonably friendly-looking stranger to listen to,
asking the stranger to say what picture or question popped up or where
his or her imagination was caught as the passage was read. The pair
listens to one another well enough to report what the other has said.
They also exchange names, so that each can introduce the other during
the reporting.
The pairs return to the larger group and introduce their partners and
say what they heard from one another. The retreat leader(s) make sure
that everyone has been introduced and, if there’s time, some further
discussion of the passage can take place.

What have we learned? What are the
pieces we are gathering and
discovering?
Take time to reflect on the timeline work, demographic work, and other
information gathered between retreats. Record on paper or computer
the comments and reflections.
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What have we discovered about our congregation’s culture and
character?
•

The participants share with one another what they observed and
learned from the events. List on big paper.

•

In small groups discuss what Bible story or other metaphor best
describes the congregation at the present time.

•

In the larger group share the stories and metaphors. Consider as a
group what is being learned from the stories. Record the highlights
of the discussion.

What have we discovered about our
community?
Reflecting on the demographic study and other resources
•

The demographic team presents their work and reflections on the
nature of the neighborhood or greater community in which the
church is located, including people and groups that might be of
special interest.

•

Break into groups of 3 or 4 for discussion on the Demographic Team’s
presentation. Each group take time to name what God is doing in
their community and possibilities where their congregation might
choose to be a part of that work.

•

In the larger group, each small group share the accounts of God at
work and consider as a larger group what is the congregation’s place
in the community at the present time.

•

Record on paper the discussion.
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Planning the Listening Posts
The Discernment Team will recruit a small team to complete this part of
the work of inviting and gathering people together to hear their stories.
The Listening Posts Team will plan and carry out a meeting or series of
meetings in the congregation to listen to as many members and
participants as possible. Plan enough listening posts so that all people
interested can participate
Listening Posts Event Overview (Appendix # 4)
The Listening Post Team will organize several Listening Post Meetings.
The meetings should consist of groups between 6 - 10 people. These
can be groups that already know each other, work together, are an
organized group (i.e. choir, women’s circle, Bible Study) or are groups
that are organized specifically for this listening process.
The Listening Post event may take place during the regularly scheduled
time of organized groups. Another option is to schedule dates and
people
sign
up
to
participate
on
the
different
dates.
Each Listen Post Event needs two facilitators; one to ask the questions
and assist in keeping the conversation going and one to keep notes.
Summaries from the demographic and Time Line event should be made
available to the congregation.
Overview of Listening Post Event:
•

Begin with Dwelling in the Word; Luke 10: 1 -12 (Appendix # 1)

•

Facilitators will work through these questions and conversations
o What Biblical stories relate to our life together as a faith
community?
o What are some metaphors or images that best fit with our
community? With our congregation?
o What did you learn from the demographic report that
surprises you? What doesn’t surprise you?
o What did you learn from the History Timeline event? What
surprises you? What doesn’t surprise you?
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o Where do you see God at work in your congregation?
Where do you see God at work in your community?
o In one word describe your congregation
Notes will be kept from each Listening Post meeting.
•

About Note taking: The notes from the Listening Post Meetings should
include only comments and stories. Avoid using specific names or
quotes. Remind the speakers that what they say will be shared but
no comment will be connected to a specific speaker.

Planning a Discernment Event for
Session or Congregation
Discernment Event for Session or Congregation
Important: The Discernment event is scheduled for after the
Listening Posts sessions are completed.
What is the purpose?
•
•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To
To

review learnings from the “in between work”
reflect on How God is calling us in our time and place
look for patterns and commonalities
spend time listening to each other about what we have learned.
put together the information for more reflection and action

Who participates?
In a small church, it would be helpful
participate. For larger congregations, at
members, other leadership of the church
participates. Larger groups might want to
discussion.

to include all who want to
the minimum, the session
and representative members
break into smaller groups for

What is needed in preparation?
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•
•
•

A special session meeting devoted to this work or a 2-hour timeframe
when many members/affiliates can participate
Lots of paper or white board, markers, a scribe or two
A presentation of the findings and discoveries so far. This could be in
PowerPoint format or written documents.

Process of the event
•

For Dwelling in the Word, using Philippians 1:27; 2:5 -11. (yes it is
a different Dwelling text- not a typo) (Appendix # 5)

•

Share with the group a summary, reflections and a PowerPoint of the
Timeline event, community demographics and listening posts.
Reports should be available for participants to view if desired.

•

Review the ground rules for brainstorming (Appendix #6)

•

Take time to brainstorm ideas using the reflections, Dwelling in the
Word and reports. Ask the groups to wrestle with a central question,
“Where does God appear to be at work in us and in our corner of the
world right now?”

•

Following the brainstorming time, take time for silent reflection
preceded by a reading of the Dwelling text once again.

•

Led by the facilitator, engage the entire group in a conversation about
they have learned about the church, the neighborhood, the Biblical
stories and metaphors that have been shared, and the ideas that
arose during the brainstorm. Set ground rules for the length of
comments. Depending on the size of the group use the Mutual
Invitation process (Appendix # 6)

•

After all have had an opportunity to share his/her thoughts and ideas,
the Facilitator should bring the meeting to a close by asking:
o What is the sense of the room?
o Have we been inspired in some way toward a particular
image or metaphor?
o Do we have an emerging sense of God’s call to our
congregation?

•

Reread the dwelling passage and pray for God’s wisdom to lead the
congregation.
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During the event, the very important scribe records what is said during
the brainstorm and Closure/Summary segments. The resulting account
(or as much of it as is helpful) should be published to the wider
membership, so that everyone understands what is going on.

After the event
The Discernment Team meets to reflect upon what has been learned at
the Discernment event, what has coalesced, what remains unfocused
and what is emerging.
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Next Steps Worksheet For Retreat # 2
What will we put on the calendar? Who’ll do this?
• Date for Retreat #3
•

Date(s) for the Listening Post(s)

•

Date for the meeting to reflect on the Listening Post(s)

•

Date for the Discernment Event

•

Date for the meeting to reflect on the discernment event

Who will we need to recruit? Who’ll do this?
• Teammates for the Listening Post(s)

•

Teammates for the Discernment Event? Scribe

What supplies and resources will we need? Who’ll do this?
•

For the Listening Post(s)

•

For the discernment event
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APPENDENDICES FOR
RETREAT # 2
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DISCOVERING AND
CONNECTING
THE PIECES OF OUR CHURCH:
A journey of searching, listening,
& discernment
Appendix #4
The Listening Posts
Purpose of Listening Posts: To listen to members and affiliated
participants of the congregations about their concerns, stories, visions
and hope for the ministry of the congregation.

Materials needed:
•
•

Demographic report
History Event report

The reports are to be distributed to participants prior to the listening
posts.
Who will be the listeners?
The Discernment Team recruits and trains a small team to complete this
part of the work, inviting and gathering people together to hear their
stories. The listeners should be people who are willing to listen to others.
They need to be gentle spirits who can ask questions that encourage
more responses. They should be people who are known in the
congregation as attentive and don’t have an agenda.
This Listening Post team will plan and carry out a meeting, or series of
meetings, in the congregation to hear from as many members and
affiliated persons as possible. There should be as many listening posts
as there are people interested in attending. The transition team or
retreat facilitator should do a short training with the listening posts
facilitators.
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Listening Posts
The Listening Post Team will organize several Listening Posts Meetings.
The groups should be between 6 to 10 people. These can be groups that
already know each other, or work together, or are an organized group
(i.e. choir, women’s circle, Bible Study) or groups that are organized
specifically for this listening process. One suggestion is to pick several
dates and have people sign up to be part of a group. Each group should
have two facilitators; one to ask the questions and assist in keeping the
conversation going and one to keep notes. These listening posts
meetings should be completed between Retreat # 2 and Retreat # 3
Listening Post meetings: (try to keep it to one hour, no more 1 ½
hours if larger group)
• Begin with Dwelling in the Word Luke 10: 1 -12
• Facilitators will work through these questions and conversations
o What Biblical stories relate to our life together as a faith
community?
o What are some operating metaphors or images that best
fit with our community? With our congregation?
o What did you learn from the demographics report that
surprises you? What doesn’t surprise you?
o What did you learn from the History event? What surprises
you? What doesn’t surprise you?
o Where do you see God at work in your congregation?
Where do you see God at work in your community?
o In one word, tell the new pastor something about this
congregation.
Notes from the Listening Post meeting.
• About Note taking: The notes from the Listening Post should be
comments and stories. Avoid using specific names or quotes.
Remind the speakers that what they say will be shared, but no
comment will be connected to a specific speaker.

Listening Team training
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Some helpful hints on “Listening” for information
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Maintain Eye Contact with the person speaking – You will have to
take notes, however, keeping eye contact tells the person
speaking that you are interested and are listening. Jot notes and
come back afterwards to fill in more details.
Avoid Emotional Involvement – You do not have to defend anyone.
You are just there to listen. When you become emotionally
involved in the listening, you tend to form “rebuttal” remarks in
your mind and hear what you want to hear. Try to remain
objective and open-minded.
Avoid distractions – Give your full attention to the person
speaking. Try not to form responses to their comments. Avoid
looking around the room or out the window.
Stay focused – Your mind might wander if you assume you know
what the person is going to stay next. If you feel your mind
wandering away from the speakers’ words, change the position of
your body and concentrate.
Let the Speaker finish before you begin to talk. You are there to
listen. When you interrupt, it appears you are not listening, even
if you are. Ask questions to encourage more information not to
challenge the speaker or to confront.
Let yourself finish thinking before you begin to speak. You can’t
really listen if you are busy thinking about what you are going to
say.
Listen for Main Ideas. Many speakers will have stories to illustrate
their main point. Listen for the main idea and repeat that back to
the speaker at the appropriate time.
Ask questions. If you are not sure you understand what the
speaker has said, ask. Try to keep the question open and for
clarification. Stating the main idea or asking them to elaborate is
sometimes helpful. Keep the questions open ended.
Let there be silence. Avoid filling the silence with your thoughts.
Let that silent time be a place where the speakers can gather their
thoughts.
Give Feedback. Sit up straight and look directly at the speaker.
Nod or give appropriate responses to indicate that you are
listening. Watch your body language.

From “Be an Effective Listener” by Dianne Schilling
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Ten Steps to Effective Listening
1. Face the speaker and maintain eye contact.
2. Be attentive yet relaxed.
3. Keep an open mind.
4. Listen to the words and try to picture what the speaker is saying.
5. Don’t interrupt and don’t impose your “solutions”.
6. Wait for the speaker to pause before asking clarifying questions.
7. Ask questions only to ensure understanding of something that has
been said. (avoiding questions that disrupt the speaker’s train of
thought)
8. Try to feel what the speaker is feeling.
9. Give the speaker regular feedback, e.g. summarize, reflect
feelings, or simply say “uh huh.”
10. Pay attention to what isn’t said – to feelings, facial expressions,
gestures, posture, and other nonverbal cues.
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Appendix # 5
Dwelling in the Word
Philippians 1:27 ;2: 5 -11
Only, live your life in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ, so that,
whether I come and see you or am absent and hear about you, I will
know that you are standing firm in one spirit, striving side by side with
one mind for the faith of the gospel,
Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus, who, though he
was in the form of God, did not regard equality with God as something
to be exploited, but emptied himself, taking the form of a slave, being
born in human likeness. And being found in human form, he humbled
himself and became obedient to the point of death— even death on a
cross. Therefore, God also highly exalted him and gave him the name
that is above every name, so that at the name of Jesus every knee
should bend, in heaven and on earth and under the earth, and every
tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the
Father.
Steps for Dwelling in the Word
•
•

•

•

Start with the selected Bible passage.
Have Bibles available at every meeting so that the story can be read
by different people each time you meet or make copies of the
passage to distribute each time.
Make sure you set aside at least 20 minutes for this activity. Begin
with reading the passage. Then allow some silence to unfold as
people let the words have their impact.
Instruct the group:
o Find a person in the group you know the least – a reasonably
friendly-looking stranger.
o Listen to that person as he or she tells you what they heard
in the passage. They may mention something they’d never
heard before, or something odd or something comforting, or
something about which they’d like to ask a Bible Scholar.
o Listen well, because you job will be to report to the rest of
the group what your partner has said, NOT what you
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•

•

yourself said. Some people even take notes to help them
focus and remember.
Then let people talk with their reasonably friendly-looking stranger
for 6 to 10 minutes. When you draw them back together to report
what they have heard, ask for what they learned from their partners.
Have them introduce their partner before sharing what they heard.
Then let the group discuss throughout the meeting what God might
be up to in the passage for your group on that day.

Appendix # 6
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Four Basic Rules of Brainstorming
•

Focus on quantity: This rule is a means of enhancing divergent
production, aiming to facilitate problem solving through the maxim,
quantity breeds quality. The assumption is that the greater the
number of ideas generated, the greater the chance of producing a
radical
and
effective
solution.

•

Withhold criticism: In brainstorming, criticism of ideas generated
should be put 'on hold'. Instead, participants should focus on
extending or adding to ideas, reserving criticism for a later 'critical
stage' of the process. By suspending judgment, participants will feel
free
to
generate
unusual
ideas.

•

Welcome unusual ideas: To get a good and long list of ideas,
unusual ideas are welcomed. They can be generated by looking from
new perspectives and suspending assumptions. These new ways of
thinking
may
provide
better
solutions.

•

Combine and improve ideas: Good ideas may be combined to form
a single better good idea, as suggested by the slogan "1+1=3". It is
believed to stimulate the building of ideas by a process of association.

More “basic rules” can be found on the internet. A Google or Bing search
will provide more information than you need.

Mutual Invitation
Developed by Rev. Eric Law
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Read the following directions to the group:
In order to ensure that everyone who wants to share has the opportunity
to speak, we will proceed in the following way. The leader/convener will
share first. After that person has spoken, he or she invites another
person to share. The person whom you invite does not need to be the
person next to you. After the next person has spoken, that person is
given the privilege to invite another person to share. If the person
invited does not wish to say anything, that person simply says "pass"
and proceeds to invite another to share. This process is followed until
everyone has been invited to speak.
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RETREAT # 3
CONNECTING THE PIECES
TOGETHER: WHERE IS GOD
CALLING US?
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DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING
THE PIECES OF OUR CHURCH:
A journey of searching, listening, & discernment
Retreat #3 -Connecting the Pieces Together: Where
is God calling us?
The Journey so far…
•
•
•
•

Written reports on Time Line Event and the Demographics study
Team has reviewed the demographic report
Planned and completed Listening posts with the congregation
Planned and completed the Discernment event

Before the Retreat:
• Distribute notes and Reports from Previous Retreats and Events to
the team
• Distribute notes and reports from Listening Posts and Discernment
Event to the team
• Plan for lunch, location and needed supplies
Who attends Retreat #3
• Discernment Team
• Session members
• Listening Post Facilitators
• Church staff – paid and volunteer (especially staff who would be
involved in implementing steps)
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Team Retreat # 3
Dwelling in the Word
Read Luke 10: 1 -12 . Someone reads aloud. Others can follow along in
Bibles or handouts, or can simply listen. Appendix # 1
Allow some silence to unfold after the reading.
Each person finds a reasonably friendly-looking stranger to listen to,
asking the stranger to say what picture or question popped up or where
his or her imagination was caught as the passage was read. The pair
listens to one another well enough to report what the other has said.
They also exchange names, so that each can introduce the other during
the reporting.
The pairs return to the larger group and introduce their partners and
say what they heard from one another. The retreat leader(s) make sure
that everyone has been introduced and, if there’s time, some further
discussion of the passage can take place.

What have we learned from listening
to each other?
•

Begin with Reflecting on the Listening Posts. What have we
discovered about our congregation’s views of the present and the
future? List the comments. Facilitator should summarize the
comments.

•

After listing the new ideas and what has been discovered, take time
to comment and give feedback and reflections on these shared
learnings.
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Reflecting on the Discernment Event
What did we learn?
•

Share with one another what has been learned from the discernment
event (s).
o Share how the process itself went.
o Comment and give feedback on these shared learnings.
o Write down ideas and thoughts

Questions for Reflection
Gathered Information
Using what you have learned from the Time Line Event, Demographics,
Listening Posts and discernment event answer the following questions.
List the ideas on a white board or paper. After everyone has had an
opportunity to share circle the reoccurring ideas or patterns that are
emerging.
•

What are some emerging or ongoing needs of your
community/neighborhood? What are ways that congregation is
already reaching out to those emerging or ongoing needs? What
are ways that the congregation could reach out to those emerging
or ongoing needs?

The Vocation Statement
What is a Mission/Vocation Statement?
Using the information you have gathered so far, now is the time to
develop a Vocation statement.
The purpose of the Vocation statement is to describe the purpose,
mission, identity and call of the congregation’s ministry.
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•
•
•
•

The Vocation Statement should be ONE sentence that is meaningful
and easy to memorize.
The statement should have “forward movement” and not be about
the past history or identity of the congregation.
The visioning, planning and direction of the congregation should be
related to the vocation statement.
The statement should be easily printed on the bulletin, sign board,
newsletter, website, Facebook page, and fit on a Twitter post.

As a group begin by brainstorming single words, short phrases, and
ideas that relate to the purpose of the church. Keep in mind what you
have learned from the listening posts, the Discernment Event and other
information you have gathered. After brainstorming put together
phrases or words that express or present a picture of the vocation of
the church.
Keep working the words and thoughts until something emerges. You
may revise the wording several times before the final statement.

Visioning for the Future Exercise
What is God up to?
Where there is no vision the people perish
Proverbs 29:18 (KJV)
If people can’t see what God is doing, they stumble all over
themselves; But when they attend to what he reveals, they are most
blessed.
Proverbs 29:18 (The Message Bible)
Dictionary.com provides the following as definition for Vision:
1. The act or power of sensing with eyes; sight
2. The act or power of anticipating that which will or may come to
be: prophetic vision
3. An experience in which a personage, thing, or event appears
vividly or credibly to the minds, although not actually present,
often under the influence of a divine or other agency.
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4. Something seen or otherwise perceived during such an
experience
5. A vivid, imaginative conception or anticipation
A congregation’s vision for ministry is a combination of all of the above.
The vision is not the vision of one person but the vision of the whole
community. Vision for ministry is not defined as looking back to when
the pews were filled and children packed the church school classrooms.
Vision looks forward to what can be in the context of present.
Using all the information gathered from the retreats and congregational
events,
as
a
group
brainstorm
the
following
questions:
•
•
•

What is God up to?
Where is God leading us?
What is the future God is providing?

This is the time to be creative, imaginative and to
take some risks.
This is the time to dream dreams for the future
ministry of your congregation.
Using mutual invitation invite each person to answer the following:
God has a future for this congregation. Using the information that has
been gathered so far where do you see, dream or believe is the future
God is leading or pointing you towards?
Capture the ideas and dreams on a white board or paper.
OR If there is enough time at the retreat use the Spiritual
Discernment Process for these questions.
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Planning the Completion of the
Congregational Discernment Process
Report.
As a group decide who will collate/edit and/or write each of the sections
for the Congregational Discernment Process Report. Appendix # 7

Pieces to include:
•
•

•
•

One or two Page summary of the Time Line event
o What did we learn? What are Biblical Stories or Metaphors
about our history that can be used in our future?
One or two page Summary of Demographics
o What did we learn from our “drive/walk around” from
between Retreat #1 and Retreat #2
o Summarize what has been learned from the demographics
One page Summary of Listening Post Events:
o What did we learn and hear from the Listening Post?
o Reflection statement about listening posts
One page summary of the Congregational Statistics

•

Brief Church Vocation Statement (keep this statement really, really
brief)

•

Write up a summary of the discussion on the conversation about
“What are some emerging or ongoing needs of your
community/neighborhood?”

•

Write up a summary of the discussion on Vision and Where is God
Calling conversation.
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RETREAT # 3.5

Depending on the time it has taken to do the above the group may
decide that before embarking on the actions steps that a draft of the
report would be helpful. Set a timeline for the completion of the first
draft of the report and a date for the #3.5 Retreat

What next? Action Steps
from the Report
The Discernment process is meant to ask the questions “What is God up
to in the life of this congregation?”, “Where is God calling us to
ministry?”
Hopefully some positive energy has been generated around this process.
Now is the time to develop some plans to move forward using that
energy and vision.
Take time to reflect on the following questions.
•
•
•
•
•

Who are the people that God is calling you to? List the possibilities.
What can the congregation do to extend hospitality to those who
have been identified?
Think about hospitality that is beyond having a nice worship service
with coffee and cookies afterward. List areas to enhance or improve
hospitality.
What do we need to learn in order to meet those to whom God calls
us? What would that look like?
What experiments can we embark on to reach beyond our doors to
those in neighborhood?
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What are some Action Steps to move the vocation and vision
forward?

Action Steps Format
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be specific about how each is going to happen.
Set timeline for steps that need to happen
List who is going to do the steps. How will you recruit others to join
in?
Set realistic goals and steps.
Plan for a 3 month and 6 month review and reflection on how things
are going.
Plan for ways to celebrate the goals.
Write up the plan and include it in the Discernment Report.

Planning Continued Communication
Communication of the process should be ongoing throughout. All forms
and media options should be used. The more information shared the
more people will respond and take ownership of the outcome. Appendix
#8
•

•

•

With Session
o Plan for a time to share with Session the Congregational
Discernment Report.
o The Session should approve the report before it moves
forward to the congregation.
With the Congregation
o As the Congregational Discernment Report is completed the
congregation needs to know about the progress and when
they will hear some news.
o Make a plan for who will be responsible for communicating
that information, whether it is your team or someone in
another leadership role.
With the Presbytery/Committee on Ministry (COM)
o A Discernment Study Report only needs to be shared with
the Committee on Ministry if the congregation is seeking
to call a pastor. However feel free to send a copy to your
COM liaison or favorite Presbytery staff person. It is
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always a GOOD idea to keep your Presbytery friends in
the loop.
Close the Retreat with Dwelling in the Word once again.
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Steps Worksheet Retreat # 3
Steps we’ll take to make this happen
•

What will we put on the calendar? Who’ll do this?
• Dates for submitting the Discernment report
__________
• Cycle of communication with congregation
• Cycle of communication with Presbytery
• Date of 3 month review of Action Steps
• Date of 6 month review of Action Steps
• Date (s) of celebration of goals

•

Who will we need to recruit? Who’ll do this?
• Any special input needed for Discernment Report
____________________
____________________
____________________

•

What supplies will we need? Who’ll do this?
• For the Discernment Report.
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
• for ongoing communication
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

•

Is the work fairly shared across the team?
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Appendices for
Retreat # 3 and # 3.5
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DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING
THE PIECES OF OUR CHURCH:
A journey of searching, listening, &
discernment
Appendix # 7
Format for Congregational Discernment Report
Cover Page:
• Name of Congregation
• Address & Phone number of Congregation
• email and webpage address of Congregation
• Date of Charter of Congregation
• Beginning and Ending date of Congregation
• Names of the Transition Team members/Interim pastor

Include in the Report
Summaries of Retreats and Events
•
•
•

•

One page Summary of Demographics.
o What we learned from our “drive/walk around”
o Summarize what has been learned from the demographics.
One page Summary of Listening Post Events:
o What did we learn and hear from the Listening Post?
o Reflection statement about listening posts.
One page summary of Biblical Stories and Metaphors.
o What is God up to in our communities? Where is God calling
us?
o what have we learned about our gifts, skills and
experiences.
One or two page summary of Congregational Statistics.

Information and Reflections
•

Brief Church Vocation Statement (keep this statement really, really
brief)

•

What are some emerging or ongoing needs of your
community/neighborhood? (Use your demographic information to
assist you in this question)
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•

What is God up to in your congregation? Where is God calling?
What is the congregation’s vision for ministry?

Action Steps from the Report
Take time to reflect on the following questions.
•
•
•
•
•

Who are the people that God is calling you to? List the possibilities.
What can the congregation do to extend hospitality to those who
have been identified?
Think about hospitality that is beyond having a nice worship service
with coffee and cookies afterward. List areas to enhance or improve
hospitality.
What do we need to learn in order to meet those to whom God calls
us? What would that look like?
What experiments can we embark on to reach beyond our doors to
those in neighborhood?

What are some action steps to move the vocation and vision
forward?
Action Steps Format
• Be specific on how each is going to happen.
• Set timeline on steps that need to happen.
• List who is going to do the steps. How will you recruit others to join
in?
• Set realistic goals and steps.
• Plan for a 3 month and 6-month review and reflection on how things
are going.
• Plan for ways to celebrate the goals.
• Write up the plan and include it in the Discernment Report.
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DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING
THE PIECES OF OUR CHURCH:
A journey of searching, listening, &
discernment
Appendix # 8 Communicating
How Do We Communicate What we have been learning?
The Retreats are not meant to be something secretive or mystifying to
the congregation. The more information that is shared, the more people
will be comfortable with the process and willing to engage in the events
and questions.
Here are some helpful hints on ways the session and Transition Team
can communicate the Discernment Process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publish a general schedule/timeline. Give yourself room for changed
dates, snow storms and other unplanned interruptions.
Do a write up for process in the newsletter, bulletin, Facebook, twitter
and other social media about the process.
Publish a synopsis of what was learned at each retreat and event.
Have regular “minutes” for discernment at leadership events,
committee meetings and especially during worship.
Plan a question and answer time after worship on a regular basis.
Put information in newsletter, webpage, Facebook, twitter and other
social media. Make reference to it’s availability on social media during
worship and in the bulletin.
Have the session brainstorm other ways to share the information.
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RETREAT # 4
FINAL PIECES:
CONNECTING TO NEW
LEADERSHIP
For congregations searching for pastor
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DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING
THE PIECES OF OUR CHURCH:
A journey of searching, listening, &
discernment
Team Retreat # 4 Final Pieces -For Congregations searching
for a pastor
From Retreat # 1
• Written reports on Time Line Event and the Demographics Study
• Team reviewed the demographic report
From Retreat # 2
• Planned and completed Listening Posts with the congregation
• Planned and completed the Discernment Event
• Discernment Event reflection and report
From Retreat # 3 and # 3.5
• Vocation Statement
• Summary of Vision and Where is God up to?
• Actions Steps decided
• Communication Plan completed and implemented
• Discernment Report – draft report to session
Before the Retreat
• Material and documents from previous Retreats and final/draft
report distributed to participants of Retreat # 4
• Copies of the Leadership Capacities Event
• Financial Reports
• Financial staff/leader complete the Financial Health Assessment
and provide report to group
Who
•
•
•
•

attends Retreat # 4
Discernment Team
Session Members
Financial leaders
Interim pastor/Facilitator
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Team Retreat # 4: Final Pieces

Dwelling in the Word

Read Luke 10: 1 -12 aloud. Others can follow along in Bibles or handouts
(Appendix # 1), or can simply listen.
Allow some silence to unfold after the reading.
Each person finds a reasonably friendly-looking stranger to listen to,
asking the stranger to say what picture or question popped up or where
his or her imagination was caught as the passage was read. The pair
listens to one another well enough to report what the other has said.
They also exchange names, so that each can introduce the other during
the reporting.
The pairs return to the larger group and introduce their partners and
say what they heard from one another. The retreat leader(s) make sure
that everyone has been introduced and, if there’s time, some further
discussion of the passage can take place.

What have we learned? What are the
Final Pieces?
Take time to reflect on the work of the last three retreats and in
between. Record on paper or on white board comments and
reflections.
Write on large paper or white board the Vocation and Vision
statements so participants may refer to them during the conversation.
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Brainstorm and reflect on the following questions. It is important to
take each question individually. Someone should be writing down
responses on paper or white board or screen.

1. What have we learned overall from the Discernment Process?
2. What are the emerging needs of your community? How can or
does the emerging needs match the vocation and vision of the
congregation? Where do they diverge?
3. What are resources – financial, people, property, partners,
denominational and other – available to us to meet the emerging
needs of the community? What resources or partners do we need
to seek out?

Planning the Leadership Capacity Event
The congregation needs to participate in one more event. This event can
be done after worship during a fellowship time. Appendix # 9
This event may take place during the “fellowship time” following
worship. Plan to have extra or special refreshments for the event. The
Discernment Process Report or a Summary of the Report and action
steps should be communicated with the congregation prior to the
Leadership Capacity Event.
Print out Leadership Capacities pages. Display them around the room.
Make copies of the descriptions of the Leadership Capacities and have
them sitting available for participants.
Each participant is encouraged to read through the descriptions, talk
with others and encouraged to make selections of their top leadership
capacities considering the Discernment Report.
Using colored sticky notes each participant is to choose 5 to 8
leadership capacities that would be best suited for the vision and
vocation of the congregation. They can pick the top 3 by using RED =
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#1 choice, BLUE = #2 choice, GREEN = # 3 choice, YELLOW for 4 thru
8.
This event doesn’t take long and can be completed in a “fellowship”
time.
Following the selections, the Discernment team will tally the
information and write a report. The tally should be how many red,
blue, green and yellow for each capacity.
They do not make any decisions about which capacities are best. The
report will be added to the Discernment Report and will be used by the
Pastor Nominating Committee.

Financial Health
As you prepare for your search for new leadership you will have to
demonstrate to the Committee on Ministry that your congregation has
the financial capacity to call a pastor. Also, this is opportune time to do
a financial health assessment to gain some insight on your future
financial capacity and sustainability.
Collect the following information
• Year-end financial reports for the last two completed years
• Year to date financial report
The Financial leader or staff should complete the following for the
retreat using the Presbyterian Foundation Financial Health
Assessment.
https://www.presbyterianfoundation.org/financial-health-assessment/
After the information has been submitted a report will be generated
about the church’s financial health. Use the report to answer the
following.
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Introduction to Your Ministry’s
Financial Health Assessment
Where is your church on the road to financial health? Do you have all
the resources you need? Is there room for improvement in the areas
of stewardship and generosity?
This assessment tool from the Presbyterian Foundation will help
answer these questions. The Foundation will analyze your responses to
a short series of questions, along with previously published data from
your congregation and a group of your peers. We’ll then provide you
a detailed report noting both successes and areas for improvement,
along with links to helpful resources to get you on your way.
This assessment is free and confidential, part of the Presbyterian
Foundation’s 200+ year effort to help congregations raise the funds
they need for the mission to which Christ calls them.
•

•
•

Customized recommendations of best practices and other
identified opportunities will help your congregation maximize
giving through tithes, offerings and other means of support
for your mission and ministry.
The person completing the assessment should be familiar with
the congregation’s budget, giving trends, and stewardship
participation levels.
The assessment should take no more than ten minutes to
complete.

This assessment is designed to provide valuable insights and
recommendations to help you maximize the attraction of God’s
resources to further the mission of the church. We are honored to help
you cultivate generosity within your congregation and among your
individual members. Thank you for your commitment and your
investment of time to doing the important work of Christ’s church.
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Reflecting on the Financial Health Assessment Report
As a group reflect and answer the following
The Road to Financial Health
Endowments and Major Gifts – What is our Endowment Program?
What are some action steps to start a program or to improve it?
Financial Leadership – Who is our team for stewardship? What
resources do they need?
Participation and Online Giving – How do we provide opportunities
for giving? Do we take in consideration generational differences in
giving? How can we encourage online giving?
Source of Funds – What are our sources of funds? What do we need
to do to ensure a mix of funding sources?
Planning – What is our stewardship plan? What steps do we need to
take to improve our stewardship plan? How do we educate all
generations about stewardship?
Preaching and Communication – How are we communicating
stewardship? What are some steps to improve our communication?
Capital Campaigns – How are funding capital improvements? What
conversations to we need to have about capital needs and financial
resources?
Deficits and Debts -Do we have balance on our debt repayment and
our ministry needs?
Bequests and Planned Giving – Are we prepared for receiving
Bequests? What is our planned giving program?
Giving Emphasis by age group – What areas need our attention.
Your Church and Its Peers – What do we learn from this section?
What is our long-term financial plan? What steps can we take to move
toward a long-term financial health?
What are our first steps on the Road to Financial Health?
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A scribe should record these comments. The Discernment team with
financial leaders write up a report of the conversation and action steps.

Final Report for Session and COM.
The final report to Missional Ministry Team and the COM will include:
• The final report from Retreats 1 thru 3.5.
• The report of the Leadership Capacity Event
• The Financial Health Assessment Report from the Foundation
• The reflection of the Financial Health Report
• The year-end financial reports for the last two years including
Balance sheet of all funds
• A year to date financial report
• The last year’s annual statistic report
• Other information that may be important for a new pastor to
know.
The final report should be sent electronically to the COM and Missional
Ministry Team (MMT) Liaisons.
Submitting the report doesn’t guarantee approval by MMT. You should
be in constant communication with the COM and Missional Ministry
Team liaisons so that questions may be answered, and reports
adjusted prior to the COM meeting.
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